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Criterion A: Plan of the Investigation 

On April 17, 1961 the United States sponsored an attack against Cuba in an attempt to

overthrow Fidel Castro. The question in focus is: why did this planned attack, called the Bay of

Pigs Invasion, fail? Through research of books discussing the Kennedy presidency and the

political issues Kennedy faced during that time, detailed information was found to better

understand the plan of attack. In listening to president Kennedy's inauguration speech it was

clear that Kennedy had the courage to stand up for the United States and protect the people that

lived there. Through these resources enough information has been gathered to understand the

plan of attack and the obstacles this attack faced. 

Criterion B: Summary of Evidence 

The Bay of Pigs invasion was a CIA plan during Dwight D. Eisenhower's presidency.

President Eisenhower's administration supported and encouraged this plan. A new election

occurred before they were able to enact this plan, therefore the respective plans had to be shared

with the next president, John F. Kennedy. The original plan was to train fourteen hundred Cuban

exiles in guerilla war tactics in Guatemala to then attempt to overthrow Fidel Castro's

government. Jose Miro Cardona was the head of the Cuban exiles, and the American government

wanted him to become Cuba's next president if the invasion plans were to be successful.1 

President Kennedy agreed to the plans but wanted to make some minor changes because he

felt the need to keep American support of the invasion a secret was of the utmost importance. To

attract less attention, John F. Kennedy proposed moving the landing site for the exiles to a place

called the Bay of Pigs. There were many aspects to the planned invasion that were meant to

ensure success, as Kennedy's administration informed him. The largest and most important



aspect of the plan was the landing of the fourteen hundred Cuban exiles at the Bay of Pigs and

moving towards the Cuban capital and government. The day of attack was April 17, 1961. 

One problem the exiles faced was the outcome of events leading up to the day of the

invasion. An American air strike was sent to destroy Cuba's air force but failed to eliminate all

the planes. There was evidence that the planes that flew over and attempted to remove Cuba's air

force were American. Due to this knowledge, John F. Kennedy decided to cancel the second air

strike. The Cuban planes that were left functional were able to prevent the exiles from landing at

the Bay of Pigs. Castro was able to prevent half of the exiles from landing by shooting down the

planes, and sinking the war ships. As if Castro did not provide enough challenges to the plan,

there was also uncooperative weather causing the Cuban exiles' weapons to not work. Castro had

ordered twenty thousand troops to march to the beach to be prepared for a ground attack. The

promised air support for the exiles was rescinded at the last minute as well. Needless to say, the 

exiles who were able to land were walking to their deaths. 

Close to twelve hundred of the original fourteen hundred brigade members were forced to

surrender, and over one hundred members were killed.2 Due to these unexpected and

disappointing conditions the exiles were facing they were unable to survive more than two days.

On April 19, the exiles' Commander San Roman had no option but to surrender. After a few

weeks of interrogation, the surviving exiles were sentenced to life in prison in Havana. In

exchange for millions of dollars worth of medicine and food Castro agreed to free the prisoners

on December 24, 1962.3 Shortlyafter the disaster at the Bay of Pigs, the three Americans who

planned the invasion were fired.4 



Criterion C: Evaluation of Sources 

"The Bay of Pigs Invasion: John F. Kennedy" webpage from Buzzle.com was an incredibly

helpful source of information on the Bay of Pigs invasion in Cuba. The author of this website,

Thomas Craughwell's, intention was to explain the failure of the American attempt to overthrow

Fidel Castro. The text from this webpage is actually an excerpt from a book authored by Thomas

Craughwell and William Phelps. The title of the book this text was taken from is Failures Of The

Presidents, published August 1 of 2008. The intention of writing this book was to acknowledge

the mistakes made by American presidents, and one example of a failure was the Bay of Pigs

invasion under President Kennedy. This information is valuable because it does not portray the

United States in an infallible light, and therefore is not likely to be missing key components of 

why the attack was a failure. It portrays a view not commonly expressed by Americans when

looking at the past. However, this source may be limited for the same reason. It may be overly

critical of the United States, blaming them for issues that might have been out of their control. 

"JFK In History: The Bay of Pigs" is a webpage with many contributors to the information

it provides. It is a website that provides information from the entirety Kennedy's presidency. The

information on this website comes from the John F. Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum.

The purpose of this website is to share with the public the historic events that occurred during

President Kennedy's presidency. The information this webpage provides of the aftermath of the

invasion, the unexpected problems faced,and background information of the attack is valuable. It

is also valuable because it comes from a trustworthy site with information from a museum

featuring President Kennedy. This provides a detailed look at the entirety of President Kennedy's

term in office and everything he was involved in. There is, however, a limitation to this site in

not knowing who is responsible for constructing the website and writing the different pages.



Criterion D: Analysis 

There are many different ways the Bay of Pigs invasion can be accounted as a failure. One

setback that led to the defeat of the exiles was America's failure to destroy the Cuban planes in

the air strike they instigated. The planes left functioning were the very ones later used to shoot

down the transports full of exiles trying to land on the beach of the Bay of Pigs. Kennedy was

trying to keep the United States' involvement in the attack and invasion a secret, but that was to

be highly unlikely since Fidel Castro knew of President Kennedy's disapproval of him.5 It was

unrealistic to think that Cuba would not know it was the United States who implemented the air

strike or the invasion. 

Part of the blame can be placed on the Kennedy administration for not educating

themselves of Castro's strength and capability of defending himself and his country. The

Kennedy administration overestimated the exiles or underestimated the Cuban army. The

estimate of Cuba's capability to fight back was misjudged. This could be explained by failure to

have destroyed Cuba's air force. Cuba, still having planes to attack the exiles landing was

detrimental to the plan, leaving the invaders with no choice but to surrender quickly after

landing.6 

A third mistake made by the politicians who constructed this plan was their prediction that

the Cuban civilians would step up to the fight and help the exiles try to overthrow Castro. The

Americans had no intelligence pointing to the idea that the Cubans would join the exiles.7 There

was no sign that there was any organized or controlled group of resistance to Castro. There was

also no evidence which would have led the American government to believe that the citizens or

factions in the Cuban government would have helped the invading exiles. 

Many people, including the survivors of the Bay of Pigs invasion, declare that John F.



Kennedy is responsible for the failure of the invasion.8 He was indecisive and when he had come

to a conclusion he would later change his mind, such as with the air strike. There was

disagreement within his administration about the possibility of success of the plans, yet Mr.

Kennedy decided to continue on with the plans anyway.9 Mr. Kennedy's insistence on the refusal

to use American planes and other weaponry to try to make it deniable that the United States was

responsible for the attack, and success was impossible.10 The necessity to keep the option

available to deny being responsible left the invaders unequipped and therefore led to their failure

and surrender. As evidence supports Mr. Kennedy's responsibility for the failure, it is honorable

to have the President of the United States admit, "There is an old saying that victory has a

hundred fathers and defeat is an orphan. I am the responsible officer of this government."11 

Criterion E: Conclusion 

It is universally agreed upon by historians that the Bay of Pigs Invasion was a failure. However,

who is to receive the blame for the failure or the main setback that led to the failure, is not agreed

upon. There were many setbacks to the plan which contributed to the failure. One major setback

was the failure to destroy all of Cuba's airplanes, which they were able to later use against the

exiles in their defense. This was a huge mistake by the American government. Another problem

was the lack of Cuban support for the exiles, and President Kennedy's indecisiveness. Something

that may have foreshadowed the possible failure was how torn apart the Kennedy administration

was about whether or not the plans should be implemented in the first place. Not to mention that

the desire to keep the United States' deniability meant leaving the exiles inadequately equipped.

These issues led to the failure of the United States' Bay of Pigs Invasion.
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